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We are manufacturer and exporter of tube forming rolls,work rolls, forged work rolls, backup
rolls,levelling rolls,flatening rolls which are generally used in various rolling operation in a cold
rolling mill and sendzimir mill also termed as cluster mills . We are manufacturing Rolling mill
rolls for 20hi, 6hi, 4hi and 2hi mills, sendzimir mills, drive rolls/idler rolls, intermediate rolls,
work rolls, etc. Rolling mill rolls which are manufactured by us have microstructure for optimum
toughness, are ultrasonically tested and are of precise tolerance thereby giving high
productivity output.

We symbolizes the best in plant philosophies, pioneering spirits and innovative approach. We
have highly motivaed and professional team and team leaders, excellent infrastructure facilities
and sales service network.Our RMR division boasts of most modern heat treatment facilities
such as induction hardening, ensuring right amount of hardness, depth &  subzero treatment
facility to provide stability and more wear resistance, chilling plant for better quenching,
severity, etc.

Our product list consist of forged Work rolls, Backup rolls, Indermediate rolls, cluster mill rolls,
leveller rolls, inter mediate rolls, leveller rolls, working rolls, Vertical rolls, bending rolls, tube
forming rolls,levelling rolls, Sendzimer mill rolls, flattening rolls, flattner rolls, feed rolls, Plate
mlls etc.

Other components we manufacture for the mills are arbor shafts, slitter shafts complete
bearing housings,over arm seperators, slitting line tooling

We are ISO 9001: 2000 Company with strong quality policy committed by satisfaction of its
esteemed customers by providing quality product at right time and reasonable price.We are
leading manufacturers of roll cor CRM (COLD ROLLING MILL) and are exporting our rolls to
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over 40 countries globally with strang after sales and having a distributor network globally

Research & Development

    * High skilled trained manpower with vast experiance enable us for continous improvement
in the quality of existing products and devlopment of new products.
    * High end quality testing before the shipment of the rolls manufactured by us.

Product Packaging & Shipment

    * Capable of meeting the most strict delivery schedules.
    * Rolls supplied in wooden boxes duly oiled and greased and wrapped in bitumen paper
further packed in shrink sheet for long time presrvation.
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